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The 17 Years of Revolution Historical Novels Faith Writing 
II 
Abstract 
From the perspective of faith 17 years revolutionary historical themes to read the 
novel, "Song of Youth" and "Small Town Spring and Autumn," "red flag spectrum", 
"Red Rock" as an example, with the religious novel "Tin Road Course "Comparative 
analysis the cause on  the 17 years of revolution and the historical novels of the 
similarity of religious literature that the revolution 17 years of history novels are" 
religious "beliefs Writing, and also writers from the background of the times and 
creativity of psychological revolution Writing belief . Paper is divided into three parts:  
Part I: Introduction. Carding 17 years of contemporary scholars on the religious 
literature review, 17 years to research literature and religious , surviving on less than 
that and make the goals and views in this paper, that is, to interpret the perspective of 
faith the 17 years of revolution Historical Novels that in that novels, the revolution is 
a kind of religious belief, and the revolutionary historical novel is a "religious" beliefs 
Writing.  
Part II:Context, by the three chapters. The first chapter research the belief that 
revolution, revolution and religion (Christianity), the Writing of the revolution of faith 
and belief in revolution in Writing approach, pointing out that historical novels in 17 
years of revolution, the revolution is a revolutionary type of religious belief, the 
revolution Historical novel is about the revolution in the use of religious belief and 
cultural resources, with religious overtones, which is a "religious" beliefs Writing. 
Chapter II is the main part of the paper, mainly in "Song of Youth" and "Small Town 
Spring and Autumn", "red flag spectrum", "Hongyan" These novels as for example, 
from the novels of the plot, characters, language, ways start with, and Western 
religious novel "Tin Road Course" for comparative analysis on the 17 years of 
revolution Historical Novels as a revolutionary belief in writing, a religious color. In 
order to better explain the revolution 17 years Historical Novels of "religion", the 
paper it with the early 20th century Chinese revolutionary literature for a simple, and 
the introduction of "Ouyang Song of the sea" the novel. Chapter III discuss for the 
historical background and creative writers both psychological and historical themes of 
the revolution 17 years become a revolutionary belief in Writing fiction. On the one 















the literature on the revolution, the revolution in the history of novels, was described 
as a revolutionary belief. On the other hand,  the revolutionary writers of the 
"revolution" means loyalty, feeling remorse, the crime of flu awareness has also 
affected the history of the revolution 17 years of writing novels. 
 Part III: Conclusion. Revolutionary era has passed, but also the revolution in the 
1990s novels and creative adaptation of classic red hot, they are a link for the 17 years 
of revolution and the historical novels of faith Writing. People once concerned about 
What does it mean the 17 years "revolution."These issues need to be further explored.   
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小结：在 80 年代，将 20 世纪中国文学-文化的基本问题归因于宗教信仰的
匮乏，几乎成为了一种常识，但事实是，十七年文学在反对上帝的同时，也在诉




































第一章  革命信仰与革命信仰叙事 
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